April 18, 7:30 pm

(one night event)

VIVO Media Arts Centre
2625 Kaslo St, Vancouver

Elizabeth Milton participates in a panel discussion
on identity building in photography as part of the
Capture Speaker Series on Tue. Apr. 23 at 6 pm at
Inform Interiors (see p. 113).

Elizabeth Milton

A GUIDED MEDITATION WITH
VHS EYELASHES

CHANNELLING THE LIGHT:
UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH VHS

One night only! April 18, 7:30 pm

A Guided Meditation with VHS Eyelashes is an
experiential performance by Elizabeth Milton that
explores screen space, maximalist femininity, and
pop culture notions of transcendence. Using camp
materiality and absurdist excess, Milton collides
video projection, live performance, and hyperbolic
visualizations into a series of meditations that draw
from a history of feminist performance, drag cabaret,
and psychoanalytic theory.
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In a fevered exaltation of the femme sublime, Milton
will guide participants through an immersive
installation and into a chromophilic wonder of video
noise, theatrical snow, and glitter while exploring the
lines between the material and immaterial. Playing
with the slippage between the camera, the mirror,
and the screen, A Guided Meditation with VHS Eyelashes
embraces a sequin-laden absurdity in order to
fracture and reflect the illusionistic “magic” of lensbased media and grieve the loss of analogue forms.

After a lengthy period of hiding, followed by a celebrated
cult re-emergence, VHS sits down to discuss her deep
connection to the signal and what it feels like to become
an icon after all these years.
It was a dark night when I arrived on set to interview
VHS. The sun had long fallen behind the mountains,
leaving the skies drearily unplugged and desperate
for a glimpse of starlight. Inside the studio, the
light was still alive. It radiated through the space
with a fevered heat, drenching everything in a late
December spray tan. Cheap lighting gels had melted
atop hot bulbs and poured themselves into bluegreen pools on the floor. Reaching for my sunglasses,
I found myself wanting to dive in and float amid the
turquoise. The glossiness of it all was undeniably
intoxicating. The fragrance of White Diamonds wafted
by in drunken clouds, and I began to fully surrender. I
knew she was near.
As I began to nervously make my way toward her, a
potent melody took hold of me. The song, somehow
familiar with its quivering pitch, caught me in its
tide, slowing my steps to the weighted trance of
a chorus girl and guiding me toward a sofa in the
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corner of the room. Collapsing onto the plush
brocade, I slipped off my shoes and realized I could
see her through the window.
At first glance, she seemed to be made of pure light.
Like an actor collapsed on the stage in an endless
burial of theatrical snow, it was difficult to tell where
she began and the glitter ended. Sprawled out by the
pool, sunglasses on, she seemed to be connected to
another signal.
“Is that you in the video noise?” I whispered.
Seeing her for the first time in real space, I could
understand why there has been such an ongoing
cultural fascination with her. She is like nothing I’ve
ever seen before. She is a beautiful nothing.
Slowly she began to come into focus. Dusting off the
video snow, she gestured for me to come closer. I
could see her vibrating in the light, a distorted prism
of red, orange, pink, turquoise, violet, and green. She
was pure iridescence, changing from moment to
moment, angle to angle.
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“I’m not exactly ready, but I suppose we could get
started,” she said. Her makeup was being done, each
brushstroke twisting her into something unknown.
I stumbled toward her, trying to find my balance while
her colour-bar distortions flickered around me. She
was a vision to behold, a shaky handheld apparition
from another time.

She began to drift in and out of her own contours,
chasing traces of overlapping forms. Her Psychic
Hotline fingernails gestured to the heavens, melted
into Star Search high kicks, and morphed into grainy
bodies dancing in the 1970s. She was slipping
between channels. It was as if she were turning the
camera at the monitor, multiplying herself into an
infinite stream of forms.

“So what do you want to know? Is this another series
of questions on how I’m one thing one second and
become another in the blink of an eye?”

“Are you breaking up?” I asked her. I couldn’t tell if
she was laughing or crying, but either way I knew
she was feeling deeply.

As I started to nervously respond, she began to shift.
Like a carefully timed magic trick, she had turned
into a distorted reflection of diamonds and hairspray:
a smeared colour field of Elizabeth Taylor, seated
across from me on the couch.

Her voice warbled into a thousand other voices.
I could hear Lucille Ball’s laughter, aged with the
wear of an endless stream of reruns, cackling in
harmony to a Whitney Houston aria. I couldn’t help
but want to sing along, to lip-sync the words as they
spilled out of her—to feel what she felt.

“You can be so many things at once. Do you remember
when you first transformed?” I asked her.
She gazed up at me with violet eyes, vibrating
between channels. It was clear she wasn’t
responding to me, but answering someone in the
distance. I think it was Oprah in 1992.

She looked up at me, and I could tell she was fading.
I felt a kind of sickness in knowing that I found her
even more beautiful now that I knew she was leaving.
Her colour had washed away. She would be returning
to the white light.

“It was the white light. The liquid mercury of the
white light changed me. It set me floating. I became
weightless.”

Dusting off the noise like bits of confetti, she drifted
slowly behind the window and toward the pool,
sprawling herself in the same position I had found
her.

I couldn’t tell if she was talking about the spotlight or
a near-death experience, but it was clear that being
in the light changed her. Gazing into the light, where
the video noise lives, she found a crystal ball where
she could project her desires.

Lying on the couch, I could see her through my own
reflection. We became image on image, cancelling
each other out into a nothingness of reflected colour.
The glare of the surface was so strong that it forced
me to slide my sunglasses back over my eyes.

Perhaps she was too large to be contained by the
small screen, for within moments she vanished,
falling back into a field of colour, rippling in the light
from red to pink to white to blue. She was a vanishing
Virgin Mary caught on tape, like the VHS footage
of the Lady of Medjugorje that circled around the
Croatian Catholic Church when I was a child. In the
end, I think my Teta taped over it with episodes of her
favorite soap opera and the magic lady disappeared
and reappeared as Susan Lucci.

From here I continued to sit, absorbed in the light.

“You are forever in flux, drifting between the sacred
and the profane,” I commented.
“Well, I am tape, after all”, she remarked. “I’ve been
used to mend what was broken. Some would call me
a healer. Some think that I am a witch.”
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